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Abstract: Aspect-based sentiment analysis aims to detect and classify the
sentiment polarities as negative, positive, or neutral while associating them
with their identified aspects from the corresponding context. In this regard,
prior methodologies widely utilize either word embedding or tree-based rep-
resentations. Meanwhile, the separate use of those deep features such as word
embedding and tree-based dependencies has become a significant cause of
information loss. Generally, word embedding preserves the syntactic and
semantic relations between a couple of terms lying in a sentence. Besides, the
tree-based structure conserves the grammatical and logical dependencies of
context. In addition, the sentence-oriented word position describes a critical
factor that influences the contextual information of a targeted sentence.
Therefore, knowledge of the position-oriented information of words in a
sentence has been considered significant. In this study, we propose to use word
embedding, tree-based representation, and contextual position information in
combination to evaluate whether their combination will improve the result’s
effectiveness or not. In the meantime, their joint utilization enhances the
accurate identification and extraction of targeted aspect terms, which also
influences their classification process. In this research paper, we propose a
method named Attention Based Multi-Channel Convolutional Neural Net-
work (Att-MC-CNN) that jointly utilizes these three deep features such as
word embedding with tree-based structure and contextual position informa-
tion. These three parameters deliver to Multi-Channel Convolutional Neural
Network (MC-CNN) that identifies and extracts the potential terms and
classifies their polarities. In addition, these terms have been further filtered
with the attention mechanism, which determines the most significant words.
The empirical analysis proves the proposed approach’s effectiveness compared
to existing techniques when evaluated on standard datasets. The experimental
results represent our approach outperforms in the F1 measure with an overall
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achievement of 94% in identifying aspects and 92% in the task of sentiment
classification.

Keywords: Sentiment analysis; word embedding; aspect extraction;
consistency tree; multichannel convolutional neural network; contextual
position information

1 Introduction

During the last decades, a boom in the social media content explored on web-based platforms,
which incorporated users’ attitudes, reviews, and opinions towards various products or services. These
feedbacks are advantageous for companies, organizations, and producers to elevate the quality of their
products and services. In this scenario, Sentiment Analysis (SA) proved to be a powerful companion
for companies, organizations, and producers. The reason is the ability to extract consumers’ attitudes,
reviews, and opinions towards their products and brands’ related aspects [1,2]. The main objective
of SA is to classify the web-based content comprised of text- sometimes audio- and video into
neutral, negative, or positive. According to relevant literature, SA assumed that whole-textual content
(document or sentence) expresses a consistent or unified polarity that does not hold in a real-world
scenario. Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) has overcome this drawback, which believes that
sentiment polarity relates to aspects or features of any product or entity. Thus, this task accomplishes
within two steps; the first step includes the extraction of features, while the second step includes the
assignment of opinions corresponding to all the extracted attributes or aspects [3,4]. Aspect extraction
and their sentiment analysis have been considered well-known subtasks of ABSA and are within the
scope of the proposed approach. Generally, these aspects are of two types. These are implicit (not
openly mentioned in textual reviews) and explicit (clearly defined in user reviews). As a result, the
proposed approach considers the extraction of explicit aspects, whereas implicit aspects are not in the
scope of this paper.

The traditional methodologies utilize varied approaches such as topic modeling-based, lexicon-
based, machine learning-based, and rule-based or syntactic relation-based to accomplish the task of
explicit aspect extraction and analyze their relevant sentiment. In addition, most of these methodolo-
gies have been discouraged due to their manual feature engineering mechanisms, time consumption
constraints, demanding specialists for rules creation, and depending upon massive labeled datasets
[5]. Nowadays, one of the most significant machine learning techniques is Deep Learning (DL), which
comprises the ability to perform automatic feature selection without any manual intervention. Under
these consequences, their algorithms express improved efficiency from preceding methods such as
machine learning, linguistic rule/pattern, and lexicon oriented methods. However, such approaches are
highly dependent in either sequential structure or tree-based representations to extract the potential
aspects and relate them to their corresponding sentiments. Therefore, word2vec embedding utilizes to
obtain the sequential illustrations because it can capture the semantic and syntactic information of
the textual data. While on the other hand, tree-based representations such as the dependency relation-
based tree structure and consistency tree structure are utilized to formulate the grammatical and logical
relations of context. Regardless the grammatically dependent dependency tree performs well in aspects
and their related sentiments identification. However, neither users nor websites care about grammatical
rules when users express their opinions and comments on the web portals that accept their feedback
on social media platforms. In that situation, the consistency tree is still performing well, even when
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the grammatical rules are being violated, in identifying those categorical parts that originated these
textual phrases [6,7].

Among the DL algorithms, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and Convolutional Neural
Network (CNN) are the two most well-reputed algorithms. They have proven their remarkable
performance in the Natural Language Processing (NLP) scenarios. Under these consequences, these
algorithms target the field of ABSA and accomplish the main tasks of aspect extraction and
sentiment analysis [8,9]. However, RNN depicts incredible performance while extracting aspects and
relevant sentiments compared to Conditional Random Field (CRF). While, on the other hand, some
limitations were observed in the relevant literature regarding RNN performance when they handle
tree-based dependencies of the sentence while accomplishing the main task of ABSA. The actual
reason behind this is that RNN developed as a sequential model, which does not have sufficient
abilities to handle such rich dependencies [10]. In the meantime, CNN has proven its outperformance
while accomplishing the task of NLP, e.g., classification of text, matching words semantics, context-
dependency, and preserving sequential order. Therefore, these tasks depict the adequate abilities of
CNN that are enough to handle the tree-based sentence dependencies [11].

However, these algorithms have massively relied on either word2vec embedding (which contains
the syntactic and semantic information) or tree-based structure (which includes the grammatical
and logical relations information) for aspects’ identification and classifying their sentiment [12].
In addition, only dependence upon the word2vec embedding becomes the cause of ignoring the
grammatical and logical relations of the sentence. On the other side, dependence only on the tree-
based structure becomes the cause of neglecting the syntactic and semantic information of the targeted
sentence. Both these representations ignore the contextual position information, which expresses the
valuable knowledge about the degree of influence concerning different word places in the context of a
sentence. Therefore, these considerations can enhance the identification accuracy of features (aspects)
and sentiment prediction within context, which still demands the attention of the research community
[13,14]. Recently, researchers presented numerous techniques that address the aspect identification and
classification task with collaboration of attention mechanisms. It enhances sentiment classification
with credible opinion targets exposition. In the meantime, the exploration related to the interaction
between aspects and contextual words with the accurate position of influenced terms can enhance the
abilities of attention mechanisms [15,16].

As a consequence, from the above discussion, this study concludes that separate utilization
of word2vec and tree-based structure causes information loss. That reason motivates this study to
propose an approach that jointly utilizes word2vec embedding and a tree-based consistency structure
for identifying potential aspects and their sentiment. The motivation behind this is that word2vec
embedding provides both syntactic and semantic information about the sentence. Meanwhile, the
consistency tree structure helps the model during the identification of those categorical elements,
which formulates different sentences. Additionally, the use of the position information vector assists
the proposed model while identifying those potential words that drew the focus of the whole
sentence. According to the literature and the best of our knowledge, all prescribed deep features are
utilized separately during aspect identification and their sentiment classification, whereas their joint
combination is never analyzed. Therefore, the proposed approach is among those novel techniques that
consider their collective utilization for accomplishing the aspect extraction and sentiment classification
tasks. It can regard as the main novelty of the proposed approach. However, the use of the attention
layer highlights the possible aspect and sentiment terms. The proposed method is evaluated through
publicly available standard datasets for ABSA tasks comprising SemEval and Twitter. As a summary,
this paper contributes the following:
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1. The approach analyzes the combined utilization effect of word2vec embedding, contextual
position information vector, and consistency-based tree structure on the deep learning-based
algorithm performance while extracting aspects and categorizing their sentiments.

2. The proposed approach provides syntactic, logical, semantic, and contextual position informa-
tion of sentences to the attention mechanism, which collectively enhances its ability to obtain
the interaction among aspects, sentiment, and contextual words with the accurate placement
of influenced terms.

3. The proposed approach utilizes the Attention-based Multi-Channel Convolutional Neural
Network (MC-CNN) with various deep features to accurately identify aspects and classify
their sentiments.

4. On standardized datasets including SemEval and Twitter, the proposed approach performs well
based on evaluation metrics, such as precision, recall, and F1. Accordingly, the F1 measure
shows 94% success in aspect term extraction and 92% in sentiment classification for the
proposed approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Methodologies for extracting aspects and classifying
sentiments are described as “Related Work”in Section 2. “Proposed Research Methodology”describes
the overall methodology and details of the proposed approach in Section 3. According to Section 4, the
environment considered for developing this model is referred to as the “Experimental Arrangement”.
This model’s performance comparison is presented in Section 5 under “Results and Discussions”. In
the final section, Section 6, a conclusion is provided, and it describes the whole approach as a future
direction for further research.

2 Related Work

In a state of technological developments of this era, the advancements in the field of social media
(e.g., Facebook, LinkedIn, and Twitter) and E-commerce websites (e.g., Flipkart, Amazon, and eBay)
allow their users to share their experiences regarding tour trips, movies, products, and hotels’ service in
the form of opinion and reviews. On the other side, these expressions of feelings became the cause of
a substantial volume of unstructured data, which is available on social networks and E-commerce
websites, generated by their consumers or users. Analyzing such unstructured data unbiased is a
crucial demand and challenge for individuals, organizations, and industries during their decision-
making process [17,18]. There is a need for an automated system that mines the vast opinionated
data for finalizing the decision criteria. In this regard, SA meets the desired need [19,20]. The main
objective of SA is to acquire users’ attitudes, thoughts, and feelings towards individuals, groups,
brands, and products [21]. Two well-known types of sentiment analysis are document-level sentiment
analysis and sentence-level sentiment analysis. Additionally, document- and sentence-level SA cannot
describe users’ dislikes or likes. Therefore, they only describe the overall sentiment expressed within
that document and sentence. When a single sentence comprises more than one opinion or aspect, these
two types did not meet the user’s requirements under these circumstances. It requires a particular type
of SA, such as ABSA, that reviews aspects and their corresponding sentiment opinion available in
a sentence. Therefore, ABSA provides more fine-grained details of the analysis. It describes users’
attitudes, likes, and dislikes regarding different aspects of a targeted entity [4,22]. On the other hand,
these extracted attributes are of two types; they can be either explicit or implicit [16,23–26]. This
contribution only considers explicit aspects, whereas the implicit attributes are beyond the scope.

The main subtasks of ABSA are known as aspect term extraction (ATE) and their sentiment
classification (SC), which identify the aspects or opinionated targets from underlying textual reviews
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and analyze their corresponding opinion sentiment. The aspect-oriented opinion expresses two kinds
of knowledge. Consequently, the first one describes the sentiment polarity associated with the aspect.
In the meantime, the second one justifies why the reviewer or user has associated such sentiment with
this aspect. In addition, the earlier methodologies utilized these procedures for attributes and opinions
extraction from online user-generated reviews [22]. Moreover, according to the literature, these
aspects or features have been extracted through manually-based mechanisms. These are laborious,
complicated, and time-consuming approaches that require a lot of effort [22,27–30]. In the early
days of ABSA, machine learning methods, such as semi-supervised [31,32], supervised [33,34], and
unsupervised [35], lexicons-based approaches (i.e., domain-based lexicons and SentiWordNets) [36–
40], rule-based or pattern-based techniques [41–48], topic modelling based procedures [49–51], and
tree or graph-based strategies [52,53] accomplished the feature and sentiment extraction task. Today,
DL methods are famous for ABSA tasks, but including reasoning like the human brain remains an
open research area.

Generally, two types of feature representations are famous in DL approaches for extracting
aspects. These include the sequential structure and tree structure-based representations. The sequential
expressions express the order of words in a sentence. Therefore, existing approaches depend on
highly anticipating word2vec models for obtaining sequential indications. That depicts the words as
low-dimension vectors and syntactic rules used to capture the semantic information, but they face
issues regarding user-generated reviews [54]. Therefore, Ahmed et al. [55] proposed a method named,
HEA-LSTM that identifies and extracts the potential aspects by combining hints with attention-
based LSTM. Therefore, embedding indicators related to aspects’ contextual-oriented facts make
HEA-LSTM a highly focused approach. In the meantime, the contextual position and tree-based
information can improve the performance of their technique. On the other side, existing methodologies
have proven inadequate in useable and accurate identification and extraction of aspect terms. They rely
on the textual context, which comprises contextual and long-term dependencies that cause to reduce
their aspects’ capturing abilities. In a state of these motivations, Chauhan et al. [56] presented a two-
step hybrid unsupervised model, which combines an attention-based bi-LSTM model with linguistic
patterns for accomplishing the task of aspect term extraction. In the meantime, the dependency and
logical relations inclusion can improve their aspect extraction and identification accuracy. According
to traditional approaches, aspect terms and contextual phrases are not appropriately considered
in relation to their distance and the impact of interrelated contextual words and phrases. Hence,
Huang et al. [14] presented a method named CPA-SA, which incorporates aspect-specific contextual
location information while achieving ABSA tasks. Designed to reduce the inference between potential
terms to determine their polarities on both sides, their function adjusts the weights of contextual words
according to potential terms’ position. This approach, however, excluded the influence of semantic and
syntactic relationships during the accomplishment of this task.

In the related literature on ABSA, RNNs are noticed as inadequate in compatibilities regarding
features compared to CNNs. These deficiencies motivate Da′u et al. [28] to proposed an approach
comprised of MC-CNN that uses Part-of-Speech tags and word2vec embedding as textual features
for targeting aspects extraction. However, although this approach performs well, they neglect the
consideration of tree-based dependencies and contextual position information while accomplishing
this task. Therefore, Xu et al. [57] proposed a novel approach named Dual Embedding CNN (DE-
CNN), which comprises a CNN and two different embeddings for performing the task of aspect
identification and extraction. One of these embeddings is pre-trained for general-purpose use, while
the other is trained for a specific domain. While, traditionally, these aspects were extracted from user-
generated reviews using manual annotations and rule creation approaches that made these methods
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domain or task-dependent and highly challenging. In this situation, Barnaghi et al. [27] proposed
a technique that automatically extracts these targeted aspects. Therefore, their approach utilizes a
CNN with two embedding layers comprising GloVe. Between them, the first one is generally pre-
trained, while the second one got trained according to a specific-domain perspective. They accomplish
this task without considering any contextual position information and tree-based information. As a
consequence of these deficiencies, the accuracy of their model can improve while predicting potential
terms as aspects.

On the other hand, the tree-based representation has based upon the syntax-oriented, grammati-
cal, and logical relations between the words’ structure of sentences. Additionally, such a representation
can better preserve the long-term dependencies relations between words compared to sequential
feature representation. However, aspect extraction and their sentiment classification observe as
being the utmost important task of ABSA. Consequently, various methods have contributed to
the literature for accomplishing it. Among these methods, those that utilize the dependency tree
structure express adequate performance. In addition, these methods consider only one-directional
dependency tree propagation. These circumstances encouraged Luo et al. [58] to propose an approach
that utilizes bidirectional dependency tree propagation for extracting aspects. Subsequently, this
information is provided to Bi-LSTM and then forwarded to CRF, which uses sequential features with
a tree-based structure for identifying aspect terms. However, consideration of contextual positional
information and attention mechanisms can further improve model’s accuracy. In another contribution,
Wang et al. [59] proposed method encodes the information about propagation while ignoring the syn-
tactical association between aspects and opinions words in a sentence. Eventually, dependency-based
structural correspondence relations establishes for transferring cross-domain knowledge between
source and target domains. In the meantime, an auto-encoder is used in their model for effective
filtrating the noisy relation information. In addition, noticed limitations of RNN regarding tree-
based dependencies handling motivate Ye et al. [10] to propose an approach named, DTBCSNN that
uses its state-of-the-art capabilities for extracting aspects. The proposed CNN variant with linguistic
characteristics is a DL-based algorithm and an end-to-end model that does not rely on manually-
based characteristics, which extracts syntactic details from sentences using dependency parse trees. In a
contribution, Lu et al. [5] proposed a method named, AGGCN that utilizes a graph-based CNN, which
uses sentiment dependencies and syntactic information to encode aspect-specific gates that identify
aspects and classify them as negative, positive, and neutral. Meanwhile, the utilization of word2vec
embedding, the attention mechanism and positional information can enhance the accuracy of aspect
identification.

Interpreting the above-expressed approaches, we concluded that all DL methodologies regarding
aspects’ identification and sentiment analysis have massively relied on either tree-based or word2vec
embedding-based feature representations. Word2vec embedding is utilized for preserving the syntacti-
cal and semantical information of a targeted sentence. In the meanwhile, the tree-based structure uses
to conserve grammatical and logical associations found among the words in a targeted sentence. Hence
depending only on the word2vec embedding has become the cause of ignoring the grammatical and
logical relations of the context. Meanwhile, depending upon the tree-based representation neglects
the semantic and syntactic information of the targeted sentence. These circumstances motivated
the proposed approach to developing the hypothesis that the technique that jointly considers the
word2vec embedding along with the tree-based structure representations can better understand the
syntactic, semantic, grammatical, and logical relation of a targeted sentence during the extraction of
aspects and classifying their sentiments. In addition, concerning contextual positional information
improves the proposed approach’s ability to identify and extract targeted aspects’ sentiment. In a state
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of this inspiration, the proposed method collectively utilizes the bidirectional consistency tree (Bi-
CTree) structure, word2vec embedding, and contextual positional information. These parameters are
integrated and then passed to Att-MC-CNN, which learns the targeted aspects and their sentiment
from a particular sentence. Eventually, these potential terms deliver to the Softmax function for
predicting final attributes and their sentiment classification. The consideration of combined features
differentiates it from the previous approach and makes it more comprehensive and robust than existing
techniques.

3 Proposed Research Methodology

The existing methods rely separately upon the dependency tree structure and word embedding
during aspect extraction and their sentiment classification. It becomes the prominent cause of consid-
ering a few contextual features such as syntactic and semantic information, whereas excluding other
features such as grammatical and logical relation information. According to the relevant literature,
the approach that considers all kinds of deep-features related to sentence structure performs better.
In a state of such inspiration, Att-MC-CNN presented a methodology that considers bi-directional
consistency tree (Bi-CTree) structure, word2vec embedding, and contextual positional information
collectively as input. Att-MC-CNN accepts these parameters and learns the targeted aspects and their
sentiments from a particular sentence. The use of the attention mechanism determines the emphasized
terms, which highly influences the whole sentence context and then provides to the pooling layer.
The extracted features pass towards Softmax for classifying potential terms as non-aspect or aspect
terms identified from textual reviews. Depending on these identified aspect terms, Softmax determines
their sentiment from context and classifies them as negative, positive, and neutral. This mechanism
discriminates it from the previous procedures and makes it more comprehensive. The proposed
methodology framework’s detail has given in Fig. 1. During the last decades, the syntactic pattern
techniques that utilize a dependency parser to generate linguistically and grammatical dependent
rules have performed well in aspect identification and sentiment classification. In contrast, neither
users nor websites impose prohibited constraints during the generation or sharing of feedback over
invalid grammatical or syntactic patterns. It is, therefore, questionable whether these techniques can
perform well when utilizing online user-generated data. However, consistency parsing techniques still
perform well in these situations because consistency parsing depends upon the sentence-oriented
syntactic structure. This tree structure still proves beneficial in mining those absolute parts that
collectively formulate sentences even when the language’s grammatical rules are violated. According to
the literature, nouns or noun phrases are those categorical parts of context those primarily anticipated
to be potential aspect terms. In addition, verbs, adverbs, and adjectives have expected as sentiment
terms. These factors motivate the proposed approach to consider the consistency parser instead of the
grammatical relational dependency parser. Due to this, the proposed method utilizes a bidirectional
consistency tree to identify potential features from the targeted sentences. Thus, the entire sentence is
divided into chunks. Among these chunks, the proposed approach considers only NP chunks, verbs,
and adverbs, while it discards the remaining terms. These chunks eventually traverse as a tree, from
right to left and left to right, for identifying and analyzing potential terms. The mathematical notation
that expresses the whole task has given in the form of Eqs. (1)–(3).

STf = Sigmoid
(∑l

i=1
Wixi + b

)
(1)

STb = Sigmoid
(∑l

i=1
Wixi + b

)
(2)
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Z = Max
(
STf , STb

)
(3)

Here STf expresses a subtree that has traversed in the forward direction while STb subtree
traversals in the backward direction. Wi is the corresponding weight of each term which dot product
takes with the xi. While b is the bias and l is the length of a subtree in Eqs. (1) and (2). These subtrees’
output features identify with the help of Sigmoid functions. Then the finalized features are selected in
the form of Z with the assistance of a Max function expressed in Eq. (3). It represents the selection of
those features in which maximum influence observes among the subtree sequence in both forward or
backward direction traversal of the tree.

Figure 1: The attention-based MC-CNN’s framework for ATE and SC
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The sentence-oriented word position describes a critical factor in the NLP’s tasks because it can
express or change their degree of influence in the contextual information of a targeted sentence.
Therefore, knowledge of the position-oriented information of words in a sentence has been considered
significant during the model’s training. Its reason is that when a similar word occurs at different
positions in diverse contexts, it behaves differently in various places. In addition, it also produces
diverse influences within context due to altering its position. Such as, when in a sentence “A” is
previously noticed, it behaves like the word “B”, when examining it next time, it acts like the word
“C”, which concludes that the position of any word expresses the diverse influence within the context
of a sentence. Therefore, the proposed method uses the vector representation of contextual position
information regarding each targeted sentence, of which mathematical notation is expressed in Eq. (4)
[60] given below:

CPIi = lim
j→n

(
θj +

(
1 − θj

) (pj

n

))
, 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1, (4)

In Eq. (4), CPIi depicts the vector representation of contextual position information for ith

sentence. Meanwhile, the ratio θj reflects the jth word’s contribution within the range of [0, 1] between
position and presence. Furthermore, pj depicts the word’s spot in the focussed sentence, whereas the
length of the sentence is denoted using n. The position-oriented influence of these factors is calculated
using Eq. (4) if the jth word exists in vocabulary. Alternatively, in case of absence, zero is added.

The understanding of human languages transforms into machines’ insights through word embed-
ding (i.e., representation of words). These low-level distributed n-dimensional representations have
proven themselves a beneficial deep feature in solving various NLP’s real-world scenarios. Although
these representations can better capture or describe the syntactic and semantic relations between a
couple of terms lying in a sentence. Therefore, using a special kind of relation-oriented vectors’ offset
has articulated these relationships. Consequently, word2vec embedding employs as an input parameter
for Att-MC-CNN. In this way, pre-trained word2vec embedding on the Google News dataset, which
contains vectors comprising three hundred dimensions, utilizes for this purpose. A padding mechanism
is used to acquire a constant length of sentences. Thus achieving this goal zero-padding method is used,
which maps each word with the corresponding embedding. Henceforth, a weight matrix WWE is utilized
during relations inferring process from word2vec embedding.

3.1 Multi-Channel Convulation Neural Network
The first channel of MC-CNN obtains selected features using Eq. (3) through the bi-directional

consistency tree with the weight matrix WT. Henceforth based on these features, MC-CNN learns the
potential features using the Eq. (5) [61] given below:

CT = Leaky ReLU (WTxT + b) (5)

Here CT depicts the features generated from the inclusion of tree-based representation, such as
the consistency tree, Leaky ReLU is activation function, and WT is the weight matrix. However, xT

represents the features extracted from Eq. (3), and b is the bias term. On the other hand, word2vec
embedding is delivered on the MC-CNN’s second channel with the weight matrix WWE. Then, using
the following Eq. (6), features are extracted.

CWE = Leaky ReLU (WWExWE + b) (6)

The parameters of Eq. (6) are the same as represented in Eq. (5). Meanwhile, contextual position
information vectors are provision upon the third channel of MC-CNN with weight matrix WCPI.
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Subsequently, Eq. (7) utilizes to identify the prominent features. This equation is parametrically similar
to Eq. (5), which has given below:

CCPI = Leaky ReLU (WCPIxCPI + b) (7)

Furthermore, each channel comprises a convolutional and pooling layer that determines the
potential features of the input. Max-pooling functions are used in the pooling layer to map features,
and their maximum values indicate the attributes that are associated with them. Due to the fact that
the highest value represents the most prominent terms, the highest value signifies the most important.
This processing occurs in a parallel configuration.

3.2 Attention Layer
Additionally, different words have conceived diverse influence scores based upon the sentence’s

context. Therefore, the Att-MC-CNN has considered an attention layer to determine the highly
effective terms of a sentence. The Att-MC-CNN supports the attention mechanism while provid-
ing syntactic, logical, semantic, and contextual position information of context, which collectively
enhances its ability to obtain the interaction among aspects, sentiment, and contextual words with
the accurate placement of influenced terms. Attention mechanisms generally consist of two modules.
There are encoders and decoders. An encoder converts the targeted sentence into a real-valued equal
length vector that provides semantic information for each term. In contrast, the decoder module is
responsible for transforming encoded vectors and providing output. Attention mechanism’s equations
are expressed in Eqs. (8)–(10) [62] as given below:

up = tanh
(
WpC + bp

)
(8)

αp = exp
(
uT

p uw

)
∑

p exp
(
uT

p uw

) (9)

Cp =
∑

p
αpC (10)

In the equations above, uw is expressing the context update vector. up represents the resultant
of the hidden layer’s vectors C, bp, and Wp. Whereas Wp and bp are the weight, and bias terms
of the attention layer, respectively. In the last, αp, represents the score of attention associated to
each sentence word. After that, the Att-MC-CNN uses attention-mechanism to identify those terms
that are highly prominent in each sentence. Att-MC-CNN learns regarding potential terms through
attention-mechanism that identifies these terms in the light of tree-based structure, contextual position
information, and word2vec embedding. The attention mechanism eventually filters out the most
prominent terms in each sentence.

CAtt−T = Attention(CT) (11)

CAtt−WE = Attention (CWE) (12)

CAtt−CPI = Attention(CCPI) (13)

Here CT , CWE, and CCPI are the outcomes of tree-based, word2vec-based, and contextual posi-
tion information-based channels, respectively. In addition, CAtt−T , CAtt−WE, and CAtt−CPI are the most
prominent features of CT , CWE, and CCPI , respectively filtered out based on attention mechanism.
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3.3 Output Layer
Eventually, from each channel’s outcome, filtered features along their context-based information

are combined using a fusion layer and represented as feature representation which has been expressed
mathematically in Eq. (14).

FR = CAtt−T

⊕
CAtt−WE

⊕
CAtt−CPI (14)

Predicted aspects = softmax (W .FR + b) (15)

Here CAtt−T , CAtt−WE, and CAtt−CPI are the most prominent features of CT , CWE, and CCPI , respectively.
In addition, FR,

⊕
, W , and b denote features’ representation, combination function, term’s weight

and the bias term’s representation, respectively. These resultants have delivered towards the Softmax
function for classification and prediction purposes. Thus, all these terms classify as non-aspect
or aspect terms. The architectural detail of the proposed approach has illustrated in Fig. 2. The
manipulation of Eq. (15) emphasizes the predicted aspects of the targeted sentences and classifies
them as non-aspects or aspects. As a result, the aspect-specific terms are admissible, while the non-
aspect-specific terms are not. After that, Att-MC-CNN predicts the remaining terms’ polarity as
negative, positive, and neutral. Therefore, to determine their corresponding sentiments, these aspects
are combined with their context. Eq. (16) illustrates this process. Thus, the Softmax function is used
to integrate these predicted filtered terms with the results of Eq. (14) that classify their sentiments as
negative, positive, and neutral. This procedure is observable from Eq. (17).

S = (Predicted aspects, FR) (16)

Predicted sentiments = softmax (S) (17)

Based on the whole section, we concluded that the proposed methodology uses plain text as its
input. This plain text is then processed and analyzed to generate results and insights. As a consequence,
this plain text is transformed into word2vec embedding vectors, tree structure-based vectors, and
contextual positional information-based vectors. It is due to the fact that DL models cannot deal
directly with plain text as input, and there is a need to transform or encode it into numbers or vectors.
These vectors represent and organize data. In order to train and deploy our models, vectors and
matrices represent inputs as numbers. In addition, proposed approach collectively utilize the word2vec
embedding along with the tree-based structure representations to better understand the syntactic,
semantic, grammatical, and logical relation of a targeted sentence. In the meantime, the inclusion of
contextual positional information assists the proposed approach while to identify and extract targeted
aspects’ sentiment. Using this technique, the proposed approach gains a better understanding of
each aspect and its different sentiments in the specific context. At the same time, the attention layer
determines the context-impactful terms, which have the greatest impact in the context of the entire
sentence, and delivers them along to the pooling layer. The pooling layer gathers these words and
creates a representation of feature vectors. After these finalized features are generated, they are sent to
Softmax for aspect-term identification. They are also classified as neutral, negative, or positive based
on their context. Therefore, as an output, the proposed methodology provides aspect terms along with
their classified sentiments as positive, negative, and neutral.
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Figure 2: Proposed model of multi-channel convolutional neural network and attention mechanism

4 Experimental Arrangements

This paper briefly describes the setup of the environment for these experiments in this section.
After that, the datasets used in these experiments for assessing the approach are discussed. Then pre-
processing methods for filtering those datasets are discussed in detail, and lastly, the baselines utilized
for comparison to that technique are expressed. Although precision, recall, and F1 measure metrics
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are most frequently used in relevant literature of ABSA. Therefore, this study utilizes these metrics for
evaluating this approach.

4.1 Environment for Experiments
To evaluate Att-MC-CNN performance, Windows 07 is utilized as the structured environment.

The hardware consists of a GeForce GTX 1060 GPU, an Intel Xeon W3530 2.8 GHz CPU, and
16 GB of DDR3 RAM. Additionally, the Python-oriented GPU Tensoflow 2.0, Keras 2.1.0, and the
PyCharm IDE for Python 3.7 tool are used in the implementation software.3.7.

4.2 Dataset Selection
On the basis of seven standard datasets, the proposed methodology’s performance has been

thoroughly assessed. SemEval organizers have made these test and training datasets available to the
public. The laptop and restaurant domain reviews are found in the first two SemEval-14 datasets [63],
respectively. The next two datasets, which are both part of the SemEval-15 [64] dataset, are related to
restaurant and laptop.

The next two datasets comprised the laptop and restaurant domain which belongs to SemEval-
16 [64]. The last one is the Twitter-Crude oil [65] dataset includes tweets regarding the investor’s
opinions about crude oil. This dataset has comprised of 1000 tweets. Yassine Hamdaoui produced
this dataset, that’s available since 2020. This study analyzes the proposed method performance on
different domains, therefore, utilizes the crude oil domain to validate the efficiency of the proposed
methodology. Table 1 shows the datasets and their statistics.

Table 1: Datasets and their statistics

Dataset Train Test

Aspect Positive Negative Neutral Aspect Positive Negative Neutral

SemEval-14L 2358 1007 886 465 654 348 138 168
SemEval-14R 3693 2195 835 663 1134 742 196 196
SemEval-15L 1697 819 749 129 949 527 306 116
SemEval-15R 1192 536 503 153 678 354 246 78
SemEval-16L 2357 1150 749 458 914 661 209 44
SemEval-16R 1743 929 739 75 622 311 257 54
Twitter-crude oil 1789 839 749 201 623 311 264 48

4.3 Pre-Processing
Upon obtaining the textual reviews, the proposed method performed pre-processing to create a

structured and clean textual dataset. Below is a description of the pre-processing:

• English sentences are converted to lower case words.
• Textual reviews’ paragraphs are divided into sentences by the full-stop symbol.
• White spaces are used to divide sentences into tokens.
• All punctuation words are terminated from textual sentences.
• All words comprising an impure form of alphabetical (alphanumeric) characters have been

removed.
• Removed all stop words from sentences.
• Removed all special characters from sentences.
• Terminated words with a length less than or equal to one character.
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4.4 Baselines
The proposed methodology is compared with the baseline models. The details regarding the

baseline models are presented in Table 2, given below:

Table 2: An overview of the baseline methods considered for the proposed approach

Baseline
methods/Reference

Models’ novelty ATE/SC Publication year Datasets

WDEmb [66] Considering CRF along
with a dependency-based
approach.

ATE 2016 SemEval-14R,
SemEval-15R
and
SemEval-14L

BiLSTM+CNN [67] Character embedding has
been encoded along with
BiLSTM+CNN

ATE 2016 SemEval-14R,
SemEval-15R
and
SemEval-14L

MTMN [68] Multilayer attention-based
model.

ATE 2017 SemEval-14R,
SemEval-15R
and
SemEval-14L

MIN [69] Consider two LSTMs
along with the lexicon and
dependency rules.

ATE 2018 SemEval-14R,
SemEval-15R
and
SemEval-14L

SDAN [70] Considering syntactic
graph for extracting
structural information
along with CNN for aspect
extraction.

ATE 2019 SemEval-14R,
SemEval-15R
and
SemEval-14L

BiDTreeCRF [58] Consider a tree-based
approach along with
Bi-LSTM and CRF.

ATE 2019 SemEval-14R,
SemEval-15R
and
SemEval-14L

ESGCN [2] They encode the graph
edges related to syntactic
dependencies and their
interconnected labels.

ATE 2021 SemEval-14R,
SemEval-15R
and
SemEval-14L

AGGCN [5] Utilizes a graph-based
CNN, dependencies and
syntactic information.

SC 2021 SemEval-14R,
14L,
SemEval-16R,
and
SemEval-15R

(Continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Baseline
methods/Reference

Models’ novelty ATE/SC Publication year Datasets

GCN [6] GCN uses graph-based
CNN to infer structural
and general semantics.

SC 2022 SemEval-14R,
14L,
SemEval-16R,
and
SemEval-15R

Sentic GCN-BERT
[7]

They merge SenticNet
with a graph-based CNN.

SC 2022 SemEval-14R,
14L,
SemEval-16R,
and
SemEval-15R

CPA-SAA [14] Utilizes weights according
to the position of word
within context.

SC 2022 SemEval-14R,
14L,
SemEval-16R,
and
SemEval-15R

5 Results and Discussions

The proposed methodology has noticed that the experiments’ remarkable performance with
regard to identification and extraction of aspects and their sentiment classification is the combined
effect of the consistency tree structure information and word2vec embedding. The reason is that the
consistency tree accurately determines those grammatical parts of the clause that, when combined,
produce a sentence. It preserves the overall sequential information of targeted sentences and performs
well even when violating the grammatical rules. In addition, word2vec embedding preserves sentence-
oriented semantic and syntactic information. These factors concurrently are the reason for improving
the efficiency of the Att-MC-CNN during experiments. Furthermore, the prediction of prominent
terms within the context enhances through the utilization of contextual position information that
supports these achievements. The combined effect of consistency tree, word2vec embedding, and
contextual position information are represented through precision, recall, and F1-measure metrics
in the consequent sections.

However, pre-training has been considered a significant factor in word2vec embedding’s perfor-
mance. Consequently, the best pre-training of word2vec embedding attains when being trained through
massive datasets. Therefore, the proposed approach uses a pre-trained word2vec embedding using the
dataset of Google news to obtain this objective. Alternatively, the Att-MC-CNN is evaluated using
English-based datasets, such as the SemEval and Twitter datasets, which are respectively associated
with laptops, restaurants, and crude oil. According to the proposed framework, the maximum sentence
length is determined during training. Therefore, the maximum length of a single sentence in these
reviews has been assumed to be that length. Zeros have been padded with all sentences whose conceived
length is less than maximum length. Those procedures are taken into account by Att-MC-CNN
to ensure that aspects and sentiments can be accurately identified. Table 3 illustrates the detailed
parameter setting of Att-MC-CNN.
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Table 3: Setting of parameters for Att-MC-CNN

Proposed model parameters Value

Word2vec embedding vector
dimensions

300

Kernel sizes of CNN layer (4,6,8)
Filter Sizes of CNN layer (128,128,128)
Layers activation function Leaky ReLU
Total epochs 50
Batch size 50
Name of optimizer Adam
Learning rate 0.001
Loss function Categorical cross entropy
Function for predictions Softmax
Rate of dropout 0.5

The Att-MC-CNN thoroughly analyzed the arrangements of all the baseline approaches for
conducting their experiments. Based on the analysis, the proposed method identifies which parameter
settings improve or decrease performance. Therefore, relying on this parametric analysis and the
technique of parameter optimization, the Att-MC-CNN deduces the best parameter settings from
a thorough analysis of baseline approaches depicted in Table 2 and the parametric optimization
technique. These parameter settings have illustrated in Table 3. Henceforth, a comparison of the
proposed method to the baseline approaches based upon the F1 measure regarding aspect terms
extraction is presented in Table 4, whereas their classification-based performance has demonstrated
in Table 5. Based on its quantitative improvement across all domains of interest, Att-MC-CNN has
achieved remarkable results when assessed against standardized datasets.

Table 4: Proposed approach F1 measure comparison to baseline approaches while extracting aspect
terms

Model SemEval-14L SemEval-14R SemEval-15R

WDEmb 75.16 84.97 69.73
MTMN 69.14 73.26 71.31
MIN 77.58 85.29 70.73
SDAN 81.68 85.68 71.01
BiLSTM+CNN 78.97 83.87 69.64
BiDTreeCRF 80.57 84.83 70.83
ESGCN 68.69 76.22 68.34
Att-MC-CNN (Proposed model) 94 94 94
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Table 5: Proposed approach F1 measure comparison to baseline approaches while classifying senti-
ments

Model SemEval-14L SemEval-14R SemEval-15R SemEval-16R

CPA-SAF 70.87 72.81 60.26 71.47
CPA-SAA 71.5 73.38 60.15 72.43
AGGCN 68.99 73.82 64.51 73.92
Sentic GCN-BERT 79.05 81.03 71.28 79.56
GCN 74.63 77.35 66.39 75.43
BERT+ CRF 60.78 73.17 60.7 70.37
Att-MC-CNN (Proposed
model)

84 87 92 90

5.1 Comparison of Performance during Aspect Term Extraction
The Att-MC-CNN expressed a remarkable performance increase in terms of F1 measure in

the domain of SemEval-14L. The proposed model achieved reasonable margin success from all
baseline approaches in the performance of the F1 score. Such as 25.31% from ESGCN, 13.43% from
BiDTreeCRF, 15.03% from BiLSTM+CNN, 12.32% from SDAN, 16.42% from MIN, 24.86% from
MTMN, and 18.84% from WDEmb. This performance gain can be observed in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: Compression of baselines and proposed approach on different domains of dataset

The evaluation measures regarding the Att-MC-CNN have not comprised only one domain.
Rather than this, the evaluation measure evaluates the Att-MC-CNN abilities through diverse domain
datasets. Such procedure proves that the Att-MC-CNN is independent of the discipline, and the
performance improvement does not restrict to a specific field. The consideration of combining inputs
(contextual position information consistency tree, and word2vec embedding) becomes the reason
of consistent performance against baseline approaches, even when the domain varies. Therefore, to
determine the significant performance in the F1 measure, the Att-MC-CNN has been evaluated on
the SemEval-14R’s dataset too. The proposed model achieved reasonable margin success from all
baseline approaches in the performance of the F1 score. Such as 17.78% from ESGCN, 9.17% from
BiDTreeCRF, 10.13% from BiLSTM+CNN, 8.32% from SDAN, 8.71% from MIN, 20.74% from
MTMN, and 9.03% from WDEmb. This remarkable performance is expressed in Fig. 3. In addition,
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by vastly analyzing the performance of the Att-MC-CNN, the evaluation procedure also changes
the dataset. Thus, the abilities of Att-MC-CNN has evaluated through the SemEval-15R dataset.
The experimental results express a significant performance increase in F1-measure scores, such as
25.66% from ESGCN, 23.17% from BiDTreeCRF, 24.36% from BiLSTM+CNN, 22.99% from SDAN,
23.27% from MIN, 22.69% from MTMN, and 24.27% from WDEmb. The significant performance
improvement has depicted in Fig. 3.

5.2 Comparison of Performance during Sentiment Classification
In the SemEval-14L dataset, the proposed model performed significantly better in the F1 measure

score, which is 84%. In terms of F1 measure performance, it achieves an appropriate success in margin
over all baseline approaches. Specifically, their performance enhancement is 23.22%, 9.37%, 4.95%,
15.01%, 12.5%, and 13.13% compared to BERT+CRF, GCN, Sentic GCN-BERT, AGGCN, CPA-
SAA, and CPA-SAF, respectively. Fig. 4 shows these performance improvements.

Figure 4: Compression of baselines and proposed approach on different domains of dataset

The Att-MC-CNN obtained an F1 measure score of 87% when identified aspects from the
SemEval-14R dataset are classified. Therefore, its achieves an improvement, which is 13.83, 9.65, 5.97,
13.18, 13.62, and 14.19 compared to BERT+CRF, GCN, Sentic GCN-BERT, AGGCN, CPA-SAA,
and CPA-SAF, respectively. A pictorial representation of these performance enhancements is shown
in Fig. 4. Att-MC-CNN also performs better than prescribed baselines in the SemEval-15R dataset,
which is 92%. Accordingly, the performance enhancement obtained from baselines BERT+CRF,
GCN, Sentic GCN-BERT, AGGCN, CPA-SAA, and CPA-SAF is 31.3, 25.61, 20.72, 27.49, 31.85,
and 31.74, respectively. In relation to all considered baselines, the proposed approach performs more
reasonably, which can be seen in Fig. 4. On the SemEval-16R dataset, however, the Att-MC-CNN
achieves an improvement of 90% in F1. Consequently, it improves 19.63%, 14.57%, 10.44%, 16.08%,
17.57%, and 18.53% compared to BERT+CRF, GCN, Sentic GCN-BERT, AGGCN, CPA-SAA,
and CPA-SAF, respectively. The collective utilization of tree-based and word2vec embedding along
with contextual position information enhances the attention mechanism’s precision while identifying
relations among aspect, sentiment, and their corresponding context. As a result of the collective use of
deep features, the proposed approach is able to make more accurate predictions. This efficiency-based
improvement is illustrated graphically in Fig. 4.

5.3 Other Metrics and Performance of Proposed Approach
The Att-MC-CNN’s ATE and SC tasks’ performance improvement is estimated using a variety

of metrics and dataset domains. The Att-MC-CNN’s performance is evaluated through precision
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metrics based on previously discussed datasets that indicate significant performance improvements.
Accordingly, ATE’s task achieved 95% precision over three domains of dataset, namely SemEval-
15R, SemEval-15L, and SemEval-14L. Its minimum precision is 90% on SemEval-14R’s domain.
Meanwhile, the SC task achieved maximum precision, which is 91% on SemEval-15R’s. Meanwhile, its
minimum precision value is 80% on the SemEval-14L domain dataset. Fig. 5 shows precision-related
observations of Att-MC-CNN using other dataset domains.

Figure 5: Model F1 measure precision, and recall based performance upon different datasets

However, the experiments analyze the Att-MC-CNN’s tasks performance improvement using the
recall metric through variant datasets comprising diverse domains. Therefore, the maximum recall
of ATE task determined on SemEval-14L’s is 94%. Meanwhile, its minimum recall value analyzed
on SemEval-16R’s is 86%. Besides, SC achieved a maximum recall value of 96% on SemEval-15L
and 16L’s dataset’s domain. While the minimum recall value for SemEval-14L’s is 84%. In Fig. 5,
we demonstrate recall-based observations of Att-MC-CNN for other dataset domains. A variety of
metrics are included in the experimental analysis, such as the F1 measure, precision, and recall. These
metrics determine how well Att-MC-CNN performs on different datasets and domains. Thus, Att-
MC-CNN’s assessed capabilities through precision and recall metrics on diverse datasets demonstrate
significant improvements in performance. Therefore, the maximum F1 value of ATE task analysis
on three datasets, comprising SemEval-14R, 14L, and 15R’s domains, is 94%. Meanwhile, the F1
minimum score found in the domain of SemEval-16R is 90%. On SemEval-15R’s domain dataset,
SC’s task received the highest F1 score of 92%. According to the domain dataset of SemEval-14L, it
has a minimum F1 score of 84%. Fig. 5 shows the F1 measure observed during experiments regarding
Att-MC-CNN on other datasets.

The Att-MC-CNN illustrates a novel methodology that learns aspects implicitly rather than
explicitly as input. By identifying these aspects, the proposed method predicts their sentiments
based on relevant contexts. Att-MC-CNN’s performance and accuracy of sentiment classification are
evaluated based on a variety of metrics, such as precision, recall, and F1 measures. When performing
the ATE task, the proposed approach produces a better precision value, while the SC task yields a
better recall value. It shows mixed achievement trends for ATE and SC tasks in the F1 measure.
Compared to baseline approaches, the framework achieves significant improvements in all dataset
fields. This approach has shown better performance because word2vec embeddings, consistency trees,
and contextual position information are considered as inputs for MC-CNN. At the same time,
attention mechanisms enhance sentiment classification accuracy and targeted aspects identification.
Using deep features in combination, these quantitative achievements demonstrate the importance of
combining deep features across various domains.
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6 Conclusion

In this approach, Attention-based MC-CNN is used to identify the targeted aspect and clas-
sify sentiments based on textual reviews. The consideration of word2vec embedding, contextual
position information consistency, and of utilization tree-based structure becomes the cause of the
significant performance of the proposed approach. Moreover, combining this information into a
single framework helps to capture rich and complex semantic associations between words, leading
to a more accurate sentiment classification. Models that incorporate such information are more
robust than those that use a single feature. Furthermore, models that incorporate such information
are less prone to overfitting and can more accurately generalize to unseen data. Consequently, the
evaluation depicted through experimental results supports the hypothesis that the combined utilization
of word2vec embedding, tree-based structure, and contextual position information vectors improves
the accuracy of tasks such as aspect extraction and sentiment classification. The collective utilization
of deep features improves the attention mechanism’s ability to determine the relationships among
aspects, sentiments, and their corresponding context. This research will be extended in future work
by determining the implicit polarity related to specific aspects.
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